
Tangible Personal Property (TPP) is any item which may be seen, weighed, measured, felt, or touched, or which is

in any other manner perceptible to the senses. The sale or use of tangible personal property is presumed to be

taxable unless specifically exempted by statute; on the other hand, services in most states are presumed not to be

taxable unless they are specially identified in statute as taxable.

There are hundreds of different types of services that can possibly be identified, one such service is staff

augmentation or temporary staffing services or employment services.

What is staff augmentation?

Staff augmentation is the use of outside personnel on a temporary basis to augment the capacity in the client

organization wherein the personnel work under the direction, supervision, and complete control of the client

organisation.

Taxability of Staffing augmentation services:

One of the biggest mistakes that companies make in relation to the taxability of services is to embrace the

comfortable notion that all or almost all services are non-taxable. This is not necessarily the case. The rendering of

staff augmentation services is generally not taxable but does not mean that it is always not taxable.

There are few states like Connecticut, Hawaii, New Mexico, Pennsylvania, and Washington which generally tax the

staffing services.

There may be certain exceptions which need to be considered, for example- In Connecticut, the charges for all

separately-stated compensation, fringe benefits, workers' compensation and payroll taxes (payroll-related

expenses) paid to or on behalf of leased employees and worksite employees of a professional employer

organization (PEO) are excludible from the tax on personnel services.

Similarly, resale exception provisions may also need consideration in case of staffing services provided by sub-

contractor to main contractor for further placement at actual client location. A resale certificate would be

necessary for sub-contractor to not charge sales tax to main contractor.

A glimpse on nexus creation:

Most states now require certain out-of-state sellers to register with the tax authority then collect and remit sales

tax. What's challenging is figuring out which states require which businesses to do so. That depends on nexus —

the connection between a business and a state that triggers a sales tax collection obligation.

Having a physical presence in a state always triggers nexus, but thanks to the United States Supreme Court

decision in South Dakota v. Wayfair, Inc. (June 21, 2018), nexus can also be created by economic activity alone

(economic nexus). As of June 2020, 43 states and the District of Columbia require out-of-state businesses with a

certain volume of sales or number of transactions in the state to collect and remit sales tax. Moreover, each state

has its own law on what’s covered under economic threshold i.e., gross sale or taxable sale or sale of tangible

personal property. Thus, determining nexus is the first and most important step towards sales tax compliance.
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While creation of nexus may only be a theoretical discussion for staff augmentation services given that these

services are generally provided on site (which would create physical nexus), economic nexus may need an

evaluation if the services are provided on off-site basis (which includes near-shore or off-shore).

Compliances – past and present:

Once the company determines that it has nexus in the state of purchaser and staff augmentation services are

taxable, there may be a need to register, charge sales tax, deposit sales tax and file returns in these states.

It is possible that company has been non-compliant for prior year(s). Most of the states offer Voluntary Disclosure

Agreement (VDA) programs which can help companies be compliant with past non-compliances (based on look

back period) and possibly avoid paying penalties. This can be a good opportunity to be compliant in these states.

How can KNAV help?

KNAV has a team of tax professionals who can provide an end-to-end solution for your sales and use tax

requirements. KNAV can assist you with:

a) Nexus determination and taxability in various states based on review of customer contracts, discussions with

business and finance teams and review of actual revenue numbers in the state,

b) Actual tax liability calculations depending upon state/ county tax rates and possibility of any exemptions,

c) Help companies with registrations and sales and use tax return filings, and

d) Evaluate the possibility of VDA for past non-compliances and help the company through the entire VDA process

with the state tax authorities.

If you have any queries, please get in touch with us at tax@knavcpa.com
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